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My mother taught me to hate blackness in myself and in others. My appearance was of 

particular annoyance to her. My nose, my lips, my hips, my ass, all to big and proof of the evil 
that lay within me. “Big lips mean you’ll grow up to be a liar". Stealing glances at her petite 

respectable features I knew she was telling the truth. A regime developed to correct the one 
aspect that surely could change, after all “it worked for me”, she said. Under her direction, 10 

minutes nightly were dedicated to pinching my nose from bone bridge to malleable cartilage in 
hopes of reducing the width. I was unsuccessful. 

I’m drawn to a particular paragraph from an Audre Lorde essay (Eye to Eye: Black 

Women,Hatred, & Anger,1984) “ Growing up, metabolizing hate like a daily bread, Because I am 
black, because I am a woman, because I am not black enough, because I am not some 

particular fantasy of a black woman, because I am, on such a consistent diet, one can 
eventually come to value the hatred of ones enemies more than one values the love of friends. 

For that hatred becomes the source of anger and anger is a powerful fuel.” 

I did hate, but only myself. I wasn’t angry though. I was ashamed. I was ashamed of my nose, 
my hips, my lips, and my ass. I was too ashamed to reveal to anyone the physical and 

psychological abuse that occurred in my home, honestly I didn’t know what happened to me 
was abnormal and in a way it wasn’t, it had occurred generations before I entered the equation. 

This was simply one iteration.  A sadness grew within me permeating every molecule of my 
being. 


